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Abstract
Citizenship is usually seen as a product of modern nation-states, or of other political 
entities which possess institutional infrastructures and political systems capable of 
producing a coherent framework that defines the relationship between that system 
and its members. In this paper, we show that an early system of modern citizenship 
was created in the absence of a formal state, notably by the cultural elite of a state-
less nation. The Polish case illustrates that an elite may become a dominant class in 
the given society only later, and institutionalize that early citizenship system within 
the framework of a newly founded state. As a result of the legacy of the emergence 
of citizenship predating the restoration of statehood, the contemporary Polish citi-
zenship model is influenced by a strong and largely overlooked cultural component 
that emerged at the turn of the 19th century. This model uses the figure of the intel-
ligentsia member as its ideal citizen. Despite the dramatic political and economic 
changes in the decades which have passed since its emergence, this cultural frame, 
which was institutionalized during the interwar period, still defines the key features 
of the Polish citizenship model. Consequently, we argue that the culturalization of 
citizenship is hardly a new phenomenon. It can be seen as a primary mechanism in 
the formation of civic polities within the imperial context. Moreover, it shows that 
such processes can have many ambiguous aspects as far as their Orientalizing forces 
of exclusion are concerned.
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The intelligentsia as the naturalized frame for the Polish citizenship 
model

The notion of citizenship in the classical literature on the subject is usually related 
to the multidimensional, but the predominantly political, concept of belonging to 
a well-defined political entity. The relationship between citizenship and a clearly 
defined political community, initially a city, then a state, seems fundamental in 
most of its definitions (e.g. Heater, 2004, Turner, 1997). It also has a definite 
direction; it is the political organism today, primarily the nation-state, that cre-
ates and defines the framework of its citizenship. In our text, we would like to 
demonstrate that this classical dynamic does not represent the only possible path 
for the formation of a citizenship system. In the case of Poland, we can point to 
an under-examined process of the emergence of a political community that gradu-
ally produced its definition of citizenship in the absence of a state structure. The 
case of Poland demonstrates that a political community founded by the elite of a 
stateless nation divided between three imperial administrations was not only able 
to reconstruct its modern mythology and national identity at the turn of the 20th 
century but also was able to agree on an autonomous framework of civic belong-
ing, which was parallel to the still existent formal citizenship in the old imperial 
states of Austria, Prussia, and Russia. This framework has proven to be largely 
determined by cultural criteria and remains so to this day, as we will argue in this 
paper. Importantly, this framework is not restricted to traditional criteria such as 
ethnic, religious, or linguistic identities. It also has a much deeper, naturalized, 
and normative frame which largely defines social hierarchies in Poland up to the 
present day. The legacy of the Polish model, rooted in a culturally deterministic 
model of citizenship, is an argument for the fact that this phenomenon (a non-
politically constructed citizenship) already has a long history. This is because it 
challenges the assumption of much of the current work on the given phenomenon, 
which usually implies that it should be regarded as a relatively recent trend in 
the evolution of the Western citizenship model. In other words, it is presented 
as a new layer of citizenship, defined either through the visible, the political, or 
economic, or through other invisible metrics. Culturalization, as will be demon-
strated below, may be understood as the rise of the role of cultural rather than 
purely political or economic criteria for full membership in a civic community. It 
is also important that cultural criteria in such a context do not necessarily imply 
purely national or ethnic cultural competencies or identities. They may refer 
to much more nuanced cultural registers used as tools of exclusion. Thus, our 
broader argument here is that a clear differentiation between ethnic or national 
cultural criteria of the definition of citizenship, on the one hand, and cultural 
criteria naturalized through the figure of the ideal citizen, on the other, may be 
very helpful in studying the historical roots of the modes of exclusion that con-
temporary citizenship models use. The interpretation we offer in this paper is, 
first of all, an alternative reading of the history of the Polish model of citizen-
ship, which is usually studied from the point of view of its mechanisms and func-
tions of ethnic exclusion and inclusion. Moreover, we present the notion that the 
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Poles experienced a revolution-like moment in 1918 that has been understated 
and poorly understood so far. Besides challenging the dominant reading of the 
Polish case, our theorization may also improve the understanding of general cul-
tural citizenship processes. It may inspire studies of citizenship models in nations 
that gained their formal statehood later than most Western nations states or even 
those that remain stateless until this day. At the same time, it may also inspire the 
deconstruction of the historical turning points in dominant narratives of national 
histories, which emphasize elements of continuity overshadowing revolutionary 
changes.

As our case suggests, this can happen because the rising factions of elites may 
claim the legitimization of the new order using the narrative frame of “revival” and 
attempt to take over the identities of the old elite. By offering this comparative study 
of the case in Poland, which has had a fractured history of statehood in the last cen-
tury, we show that the development of the modern notion of citizenship is not nec-
essarily directly linked to well-defined statehood. Let us also remember that after 
being restored in 1918, the Polish state was again non-existent from 1939 to 1945. 
The interwar (1918-1939) Polish state was rather weak and torn apart by political 
animosities and clashes of the state with its diverse ethnic groups. Thus, our per-
spective may also help study the emergence of the independent civic sphere and the 
rise of other aspects of national autonomy in an imperial or colonial context. In this 
way, this paper may be seen as a contribution to the field of global sociology of 
empires, one which emphasizes studying the historical roots of national citizenship 
models of states that were only established in the 20th century (Go, 2009; Stein-
metz, 2014).

We argue in particular that the Polish citizenship model is informed by a sub-
stantial and largely overlooked cultural component that emerged at the turn of the 
20th century and has been based ever since on the figure of the intelligentsia mem-
ber as its ideal citizen. The notion of the intelligentsia is of crucial importance in 
this context. There is a wide array of approaches to, and definitions of, the intel-
ligentsia (Gella, 1976; Kennedy, 1992; Sdvižkov, 2006; Walicki, 2005). We use a 
rather technical definition following the model proposed by Eyal et  al. (1998) in 
which the intelligentsia may be defined as an elite of cultural capital; in this way, 
they are contrasted to the bourgeoisie or the elite of economic capital and the elite 
of political capital. The latter typically included the so-called Soviet nomenklatura. 
From the perspective of world-system theory, the intelligentsia may also be seen as 
a substitute for a weak or non-existent bourgeoisie in the European semi-periphery 
(Wallerstein, 1974-1989). Economic dependence of the semi-periphery makes the 
long-term accumulation of economic capital difficult or impossible. As a result, 
most roles that the bourgeoisie play in the societies of the Western core are taken 
over by elites of the cultural capital, which appears more stable in economically and 
politically volatile contexts.

In such an approach, the intelligentsia is seen as a social group having aspects 
of both strata and class; given the social system in Central and Eastern European 
countries, this can be framed as a dual stratification order (Zarycki, 2015). The Pol-
ish intelligentsia is usually understood as a product of the transformation of petty 
nobility into an educated elite of what had initially been a stateless society. In the 
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case of the Russian intelligentsia, the sons and daughters of orthodox priests had 
also been considered, at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, to be an important 
source of the first generation of the intelligentsia. In Poland, the Catholic Church, in 
turn, played the role of a crucial ally of the intelligentsia elite and, for a large part 
of the Polish intelligentsia, loyalty to the Catholic religion was and remains to this 
day, a component of Polishness. In both countries, however, Christians were not the 
only groups making up the intelligentsia elite. Of particular importance were Jews, 
who usually entered and developed more secular and often left-oriented factions of 
the intelligentsia. The intelligentsia also assimilated, although usually not in high 
numbers, people of other ethnic, religious1 and social origins, including educated 
peasant sons and daughters, impoverished aristocrats, or industrialists.

We contend that, despite this considerable diversity of the intelligentsia as a 
social elite in both countries, in the case of Poland, there has existed a pretty well 
defined, even if an informal, clear set of values and criteria which has framed the 
ideal intelligentsia member. These values become particularly apparent during con-
flicts between the intelligentsia’s elite factions, both historically and today. Through 
discursive fights, factions try to devalue their opponent’s status in the intelligent-
sia elitist hierarchy or even exclude them entirely. However, these acts of attempted 
exclusion render the common values and identities of the intelligentsia, such as dis-
interested service to national and social causes as well as a commitment to excel 
in general education, apparent. We share the view that such a type of social elite 
is unique and can be mostly found in Poland, Russia, and some other Central and 
Eastern European societies, such as Hungarian or Ukrainian societies. As Alexander 
Gella (1976) or Garry Saul Morson (1993) point out, the intelligentsia should not be 
confused with intellectuals, given that the latter assume only a certain specific social 
role, while the intelligentsia is deeply embedded in the social structure. The intel-
ligentsia is a social group that locates families or even clans of several generations 
at the core of its identity. A family origin, by the way, appears to be a much stronger 
social asset defining someone’s intelligentsia status than one’s education or intel-
lectual involvement. Members of the intelligentsia elite do not necessarily have to be 
formally educated. Of much higher value for their groups is familial socialization, a 
general erudition or fluency in foreign languages.

Despite dramatic political and economic changes in the decades which have 
passed since the emergence of this cultural frame, which had been institutionalized 
during the interwar period (1918-1939), it still defines the key features of the Polish 
citizenship model. We will present a detailed discussion of the process of develop-
ment of this specific model. However, our main aim is to show in the Polish context, 
that what is commonly called the culturalization of citizenship, does not necessar-
ily constitute a new phenomenon as has been argued by Evelien Tonkens and Jan 
Willem Duyvendak or Jan Pakulski (1997). Pakulski, for example, wrote about cul-
tural citizenship as a relatively recent aspect of the development of modern civil 
societies in which cultural rights have become both an extension of civic rights and 

1 For example, several families of Tatar origin are known to be members of the network of the so-called 
old intelligentsia, some of whom are today, members of Poland’s Muslim community.
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a new dimension of inequality. In turn, Tonkens and Duyvendak argued that only 
until relatively recently citizenship was first and foremost tied to possessing nation-
ality (Tonkens & Duyvendak, 2016: 3) and only globalization and mass migration 
have prompted the problematization of the relationships between the state, culture, 
and citizenship (Tonkens & Duyvendak, 2016: 6). As we argue, the process of the 
crystallization of modern Polish nationhood implied the emergence of an informal 
citizenship model, which, due to the absence of the Polish state in the 19th and early 
20th centuries, was defined primarily in cultural terms. In other words, culturaliza-
tion could be understood as preceding the institutionalization of citizenship. This 
process should be, of course, related to the historical circumstances of the emer-
gence of the modern Polish nation, which were determined by control over Polish 
territory from 1795 until 1914 by three empires: Austrian-Hungary, Prussia, and 
Russia, with the Romanovs’ empire dominating over the largest part of the territory 
and population of what would become independent Poland in November of 1918. To 
be exact, it must be noted that Germany controlled most of this realm between 1915 
and 1918, which was a brief but formative period for the nation-states of Central and 
Eastern Europe; states that mostly emerged at the former imperial borderland from 
entities created by the German occupational administration. Our analysis allows us 
to relate the Polish case of discussion on “imperial citizenship regimes” and their 
bifurcation to contemporary national citizenships systems (Harrington, 2015: 55). 
Moreover, it also links the debate on orientalist, colonialist, and imperial prefigura-
tion of citizenship (Isin, 2015: 4) to our analysis on the redefinition of the relations 
between state and citizenship. The latter has been, for example, noted by Aoileann 
Ní Mhurchú, who remarked that contemporary experiences of political belonging 
and identity may often no longer fit with the regularity of existing state sovereign 
politics (Ní Mhurchú, 2014:125). However, in this paper, looking, in particular, at 
the turn of the 20th century in Central and Eastern Europe, we argue that such a dis-
sociation of political identity and formal citizenship was also common in the period 
of the demise of European empires. Following this line of inquiry, we intend to, 
first of all, enrich the emerging debates on the colonial and orientalist roots of many 
of the contemporary citizenship regimes pointing to a possible interpretation of the 
cases from Central and Eastern Europe falling within the same paradigm. These 
cases will undoubtedly widen the spectrum of the new paradigm. On the other hand, 
the application of the given perspective to countries like Poland may allow us to add 
a new dimension to debates on their citizenship models, which remain rather nar-
rowly centered on national perspectives. Attempts at inscribing the cases of the Pol-
ish and other Central European national cultures into the post-colonial and oriental-
ist perspective have been made earlier (e.g., Buchowski, 2006, Bakić-Hayden, 1995, 
Cobel-Tokarska, 2020 or Melegh, 2006). Disputes over the ambiguous places that 
given nations and cultures occupy in chains of a post or neo-colonial domination 
or dependence seem quite inspiring and far from over. Nevertheless, none of these 
works deal directly with questions of citizenship, while it seems that Orientalizing 
aspects of citizenship in several of the states of the region cannot be understood 
without referring to the frame of post-colonial theory.

The emergence of the Polish statehood and the Polish citizenship model in 1918 
is usually related to attempts to build national identities based on opposition to 
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other national cultures or ethnicities. Historically, such a clearly defined program 
of nation-building has been promoted by the rising national movement, best rep-
resented by the National Democracy (Endecja) party from the late 19th century 
onwards. It was opposed by the left-oriented parties, which advocated for a more 
inclusive vision of Polishness. Both movements strengthened following the 1905 
revolution and gradually dominated the Polish political scene.

The left, led by the Polish Socialist Party and one of its leaders - Józef Piłsudski, 
and the National Democrats, under the leadership of Roman Dmowski, were gaining 
the upper hand, while the conservatives and liberals loyal to the imperial adminis-
trations were gradually losing influence due to the increasing political mobilization 
of the masses. The conflict between Piłsudski and Dmowski dominated the inter-
war period. They represent, respectively, two paradigmatic definitions of the Polish 
nation and two models of citizenship. On the one hand, Piłsudski’s federalist project 
assumed a union or confederation of countries of Central Europe located between 
Germany and Russia, with Poland as their leader. This vision involved a non-eth-
nic-based political definition of the nation. Dmowski, on the other hand, advocated 
a Polish nation-state with a clear emphasis on the ethnic definition of citizenship. 
However, following the French model, he also supported cultural citizenship and 
unified polity, which would be helpful to impose Polish culture on minorities. He 
was, nonetheless, aware of the weakness of Polish administrative resources, which 
were not sufficiently efficient to homogenize the entire population of a multi-ethnic 
country in the foreseeable future. Therefore, Dmowski proposed the Catholic Church 
to be the crucial ally of the state in its nation-building mission (Porter, 2011). He 
also spoke against extending Poland’s Eastern border too far, as he feared that the 
resulting growth of the population of ethnic minorities would become uncontrol-
lable. Piłsudski, in contrast, was a proponent of the broader eastwards extension 
of Polish borders. The interesting paradox is that Piłsudski’s multiculturalism was 
often criticized as a form of Polish imperialism and was rejected by most neigh-
boring nations, or at least by the majority of their elites, and, in several instances, 
even backfired causing severe tensions which have lasted until the present day-as, 
for example, the conflict between Poland and Lithuania (Böhler, 2018). The para-
dox, here, refers to the perception of Piłsudski’s role in contemporary Poland. While 
Dmowski, with his ideas of cultural homogenization and Catholitization of Poland, 
is widely perceived, especially on the liberal and even more on the left side of the 
Polish political spectrum, as a negative point of reference – with an incarnation of 
a model of Polish nationalism and even anti-Semitism, Piłsudski’s role usually has 
been seen as, at least neutral or even cast in a very positive light. His federalist ideas 
and criticism of Dmowski’s nationalism are identified as forms of Polish multicul-
turalism, an inclusive variant of Polishness. The Piłsudski-Dmowski ideological 
binary, although very visible, did not exhaust the multi-dimensional process of the 
emergence of Polish citizenship. Both were intelligentsia-centered models of citi-
zenship with the naturalized symbolic status of the intelligentsia as an ideal citizen 
at their core.

Thus, our argument relies on the assumption that two dimensions of citizenship 
should be carefully distinguished. The first concerns overt exclusionary and inclu-
sionary modes of all categories of significant others, that is, non-citizens. These 
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modes are crucial for all modern Central and Eastern Europe nation-states and often 
have ethnic or/and religious components. The second concerns implicit hierarchies 
of the civic sphere, which allow for the categorization of citizens and the conse-
quent implicit depreciation of certain would-be citizens. The latter, which we will 
call cultural, may not necessarily be based on ethnic criteria but rather on other less 
apparent distinctions defined primarily through employing distance strategies from 
the normative figure of the ideal citizen.

We rely here on TH Marshall’s well-known discussion of the model citizen fig-
ure for modern societies (Marshall, 1964). Marshall described the British model in 
which the ideal citizen is personified by a gentleman and opposed to the American 
one, which has an entrepreneur as its prototypical type. In this paper, we argue that 
the Polish equivalent of such a figure, at least since 1918, has been an intelligent-
sia member, who has acted as an ideal type of Polish citizen. Since the first formal 
dimension of citizenship in Poland and its overt rules of exclusion and inclusion are 
relatively well described in the academic literature (e.g. Górny et al., 2005, Górny 
& Pudzianowska, 2009), this paper will be primarily focused on the historical roots 
of the second dimension of the Polish citizenship model, although the first will be 
also briefly discussed. To be sure, both dimensions are related in many ways. What 
seems to be most important from our point of view is that the second dimension, 
which will be discussed at length in this paper, is often used to conceal acts of exclu-
sion which may be defined primarily along the first dimension, that is by ethnicity, 
religion or previous/second citizenship status. This is because the second dimension 
based on the hegemonic status of the intelligentsia ideals is better naturalized. Its 
high degree of legitimization, which, as we will argue, is shared across all the main 
political forces in Poland, allows a much more effective way of excluding unwanted 
fellow citizens or potential citizens. It was thus used at many occasions to exclude 
from full citizenship rights representatives of Jews, Belarussians, Ukrainians, and 
above all representatives of the lower classes, but in ways which did not name their 
identities overtly as reasons of exclusion, pointing instead to deficits of civic values 
defined by the intelligentsia’s ideals perspective.

Early development of the Polish citizenship model

Let us start with Jeffrey Alexander’s (2006) model of the civic sphere, the so-called 
community of formally equal citizens of any modern country. As Alexander noted, 
this sphere is always, in fact, a strongly hierarchical social space. Its hierarchies are 
based mostly on naturalized cultural norms and the implicit values of any society. 
This is possible because citizens are always expected to fulfill several expectations 
or even internalize them (e.g., moral virtues, which are exemplified by figures of 
model citizens, who can be considered as secular saints). These virtues are defined 
somewhat vaguely, but in most cases, competent citizens follow the rules uncon-
sciously and generate normative frames of behavior. What is at stake in any critical 
analysis is not the factual correctness of references to historical narratives, but the 
ability to use a given frame to categorize actors within the civic sphere at a given 
moment.
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Of particular importance are the religious roots of the modern idea of civil soci-
ety, which can be seen as a secular faith based on a set of binary codes: pure and 
impure symbols placed in opposition to each other. According to Alexander, any 
community is built on a specific moral discourse that involves ideas of solidarity and 
binary opposition between the moral and immoral. At the same time, he understands 
the civic sphere as the third dimension of solidarity besides economics and politics, 
a space whose contours have to be sustained by the state. There are three dimensions 
in which binary opposition within the civic sphere is defined as particularly impor-
tant. These are, as Alexander calls them, “motives”, “relations”, and “institutions”; 
in all of them the distinction between rational vs. irrational is arguably decisive. 
This distinction can be linked to Foucault’s vision of modern societies as ruled by 
the symbolic mechanism of discipline based on the division of the social world into 
acceptable and unacceptable ideas of behavior. The latter are coded as irrational and 
perverted, which engenders both reliance on self-control as the fundamental mecha-
nism of social regulation and the implicit rather than the explicit rule of exclusion 
and hierarchization, all of which are critical aspects of governmentality (Foucault, 
1980).

Social order organized according to this logic is possible because the binary 
codes of the civic sphere have been naturalized and they form both an uncontested 
axis of the organization of community and a key point of reference for social com-
munication. What remains negotiable are the mechanisms of their use and the inter-
pretation of political and social conflicts. Alexander admits that the development of 
modern civic societies contains an essential dimension of inclusion or cooptation of 
new cultural identities into the broadly defined repertoire of civic identities or what 
Jan Pakulski (1997) calls cultural citizenship. Thus, any modern society is defined 
by prior acts of formal inclusion into the civic community (e.g., an extension of civil 
rights to women or ethnic minorities). The order in which groups were endowed 
with formal civic rights largely reflects their place in the informal hierarchy of social 
prestige. Those co-opted later usually enjoy lower status as the latecomers’ identities 
might be considered as fully compatible with the citizenship ideals only after some 
time. However, even then they may still be seen as less prestigious than the group 
identities of founding elites of a given polity. Alexander challenges, for instance, 
American and French myths of universal civic incorporation while discussing the 
hidden American history of marginalization of Germans, exclusion of Jews, Catho-
lics, and several other minorities, which have been gradually co-opted to the Ameri-
can symbolic universe, but the status of their identities is sometimes still considered 
as not fully equal to WASP cultural identity status.

We posit that the way Alexander reconstructs mechanisms of the exclusion and 
marginalization of the American civic sphere, which in turn produces informal cul-
tural and social hierarchies of contemporary American society, can be used as a tool 
for the analysis of historically produced implicit hierarchies of citizenship in other 
countries such as Poland. We will, therefore, attempt to reconstruct the process of 
gradual cooptation of new social groups, which have been moving upward in the 
hierarchy of civic identities. These groups may be defined in ethnic, racial, cul-
tural, religious, or gender categories, however, during the upward mobility process, 
the social hierarchy remains stable. Even if particular ethnicities, races, or genders 
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are formally or informally included in the privileged sector of the civic sphere and 
endowed with political and economic rights, the general informal, cultural hierar-
chy persists concerning the first members of a given polity. The latter remains as 
the dominant actors perceived as perfect incarnations of the original ideal citizens. 
Alexander assumes that assimilation requires the abandonment of “impure old 
parts” of co-opted groups’ identities, which usually occurs by moving them into the 
private sphere.

The purification of the public sphere is accompanied by another parallel process, 
namely that of acquiring civic competencies. It is one of the critical mechanisms 
of homogenization and imposition of dominant codes (i.e., values, identities, and 
lifestyles). This is because socio-political claims, to be recognized as valid, have to 
be articulated as core identities of a given civic sphere. This is one of the critical 
reasons why old hierarchies persist in the social space of most Western societies. In 
effect, in e.g. American society, as Alexander claims, the Protestant identity still has 
higher standing than a Catholic one, even if it may be seen as a post-religious, cul-
tural identity. English culture and language are implicitly valued higher than Mexi-
can culture and Spanish language just as the cultural status of North-Western Euro-
pean identities is more appreciated than those of Eastern Europe.

Jeffrey Alexander (2006) also argued that the classic model of modern citizenship 
in most Western societies evolved from a feudal society, which was politically led by 
an aristocracy based principally on the knights’ ethos and evolving into capitalism 
informed by the Protestant ethic. Such ambiguity of transition between aristocratic 
privilege and citizen’s status has also been noted by other Western scholars. Philip 
Dawson saw the citizen as defined in opposition to a privileged aristocrat (Dawson, 
1993: XIV). Joseph Carens, on the other hand, argued that “citizenship in West-
ern liberal democracies is the modern equivalent of feudal privilege” (Carens, 1987: 
252) implying, as André Liebich noted, that feudal privilege may be the medieval 
equivalent of citizenship (Liebich, 2009: 25). As we argue below, a parallel process 
could be identified in Poland, namely, a movement from the common European aris-
tocratic knight’s ethos to the intelligentsia republican ethos. Its side-effect is that 
descendants of the high nobility still enjoy a special status in Poland even if they 
should be seen as a rather marginal faction of the upper class (Jakubowska, 2012). 
The peripheral location of Poland on the map of Europe caused both the Reforma-
tion and the development of modern capitalism to be relatively restricted. In particu-
lar, the bourgeoisie did not emerge in Poland as a dominant social class. Instead, it 
had mainly been replaced by what is called the intelligentsia, or the cultural bour-
geoisie, which in turn had imposed its values and identities as dominant (Jedlicki, 
1999). However, before that happened, and the ideal intelligentsia member had 
become a model Polish citizen in the early 20th century, an interesting confrontation 
within the Polish elite took place.

During the 19th century, we have witnessed the development of several compet-
ing Polish citizenship models. On the one hand, traditional noble and aristocratic 
citizenship ideals were still in place. On the other hand, the new landowner’s citi-
zenship model was emerging as a result of economic transformation, in particular, 
due to the emergence of a group of wealthy individuals acquiring large estates who 
did not necessarily have the noble pedigree. The old noble citizenship was based on 
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the old feudal census and had the figure of an aristocrat as its ideal citizen. In other 
words, it was noble social-capital-based citizenship. The emerging landowner’s citi-
zenship was based on the land ownership census and used a landowner (ziemianin) 
as its ideal citizen, thus it was informed by an economic capital census. A crucial 
moment in the confrontation between these two models and respective factions of 
the Polish elite took place in the late 18th century, before the so-called partition of 
the First Republic of Poland. The conflict materialized in the clash over the Polish 
constitution of May 3rd, 1791, which is known until today as the first constitution 
to be adopted in Europe, and the second in the world after the American one. This 
constitution, which had no lasting effects on the polity, as it was terminated along 
with the Polish state in 1795, nevertheless had a crucial symbolic meaning, and the 
day of its adoption has been celebrated as a state holiday until today. What is often 
less remembered is that the 1791 constitution deprived impoverished nobles, who 
did not possess landed property, of their fundamental civil rights, in particular, the 
voting right at the assemblies of nobility (Sejm). This could be understood as the 
introduction of an economic census, and the marginalization of the nobility by an 
emerging landed gentry. Until that moment, Poland was known as the noble democ-
racy inspired by the ideal of Greek and Roman republics, with a strong emphasis 
on the equality of its citizens irrespective of economic or aristocratic titles. Aristo-
cratic titles had been abolished in Poland during the Middle Ages, and only reintro-
duced because of the union with Lithuania established in 1569; solely Lithuanian 
princely titles had been legally recognized in the Commonwealth. However, even 
then, all members of the nobility were considered equal citizens with voting rights at 
the assembly that elected the king. Polish historians have boasted until today about 
the supposedly largest enfranchised share of inhabitants in any European country in 
Early Modern Europe. As Janusz Tazbir argues, at the end of the 18th century some 
8 to 10% of the Christian (this calculation excludes all Jews enjoying self-governing 
rights) population had been ennobled and thus could be seen as having full civil 
rights (Tazbir, 2013: 54).

In contrast, the bourgeoisie was devoid of most of these privileges until the 
adoption of the 3rd of May Constitution of 1791. Nobility membership was also 
made more accessible for burghers to acquire. With half a million burghers in 
the Commonwealth who, since the implementation of the constitution, had been 
substantially enfranchised, landed citizenship took precedence over noble citizen-
ship during the 19th century. Aspects of this process included the impoverish-
ment of the petty nobility, which either had dissolved into the peasantry or had 
migrated to urban areas and transformed into the intelligentsia - a new stratum 
that will be discussed below (Gella, 1976). The imperial administrations of the 
Austrian, Prussian, and, in particular, Russian Empires undertook systematic 
efforts at stripping a significant fraction of the Polish petty nobility of their titles. 
This was made through the forced re-registration of noble privileges based on 
verification of the noble status in the documented record, which a significant 
part of the Polish petty nobility lacked. This was also because no institutional-
ized heraldic office had ever existed in Poland. Importantly, estates of the impov-
erished noble families were bought by enriched non-nobles. In the second part 
of the 19th century, the richest of the representatives of the bourgeoisie started 
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to intermarry with the old aristocracy, thereby acquiring noble titles. This was 
also done through an ennoblement process carried out by Austrian or Russian 
monarchies, often as a result of purchasing noble titles. Becoming landed citi-
zens, the new landowners and bourgeoisie were also adopting a specific lifestyle 
and, in this way, had become an equivalent of the English gentry (which acquired 
full civic rights in Britain in 1852). In other words, a new hybrid class emerged, 
partly recruited from the old aristocracy, partly from the new bourgeoisie, and 
partially also of Jewish origin. The old citizenship model had been marginal-
ized and replaced with the new hybrid “landed citizenship” model. The notion 
of “landed citizen (“obywatel ziemski”) gained currency in the second part of the 
19th century (Jakubowska, 2012). Quite often as its synonym, simply the word 
“obywatel” (citizen) was used, which testifies to its dominant status. Its ideal fig-
ure was a wealthy landowner with a noble title, but one not necessarily acquired 
by birth. On the opposite end of the hierarchy of social prestige, we find the fig-
ure of a landless peasant as an incarnation of the non-citizen.

Since the second half of the 19th century, a new axis of the confrontation 
assumed a central position. Namely, the clash between the rising intelligentsia, 
or the cultural-capital-based elite, and the elite of the gentry allied with the bour-
geoisie had increased. The latter alliance could be seen as a united block of the 
old and new economic capital elite. In effect, the model of the landed citizen was 
challenged by the concept of intelligentsia citizenship, which referred to the ideal 
of universal citizenship with no economic or feudal census. The intelligentsia cit-
izenship model has never been uniform; it has always contained several variants 
(e.g., socialist, nationalist, etc.), as we will discuss below. However, it has been 
informed by consistent common democratic assumptions, which have contra-
dicted the landowner citizenship model. It has been a relatively inclusive model, 
oriented towards the masses and related to the nation-state building project. Most 
importantly, it has been hypothesized as a class-less model society that was based 
on the ideal of the creation of a “modern Pole,” a counterpart of a modern Ger-
man, Italian, or Frenchman. The ideal citizen was a typical intelligentsia member, 
that is to say, a well-educated, cultured individual with a strong ethos of service 
for the country (the latter, depending on political orientation, could be defined 
as either an ethnic nation or a civic community). An ideal intelligentsia mem-
ber could have had but did not necessarily require, noble family roots or even 
aristocratic relatives. But, he or she, first of all, should have declared a readi-
ness to sacrifice one’s interests for the nation’s sake; in the leftist faction of the 
elite, this would be construed as a sacrifice for the disadvantaged classes of the 
nation. Such an ideal citizen has historically served in an insurgency, in politi-
cal underground activism, and/or gotten involved in formal or informal military 
combat to fight directly or indirectly for the national cause. Thus participation in 
anti-Russian uprisings or anti-communist resistance/opposition was established 
as a strong point of reference for a new emerging generation of the intelligentsia. 
Through critically interrogating the model of supposedly universal citizenship, 
which has been advocated by the intelligentsia since the 19th century onwards, 
we can see its implicit hierarchies built through the ideal citizen as an intelligent-
sia member.
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Historical roots of the intelligentsia citizenship model

Looking at the emerging Polish political scene at the turn of the 20th century we 
can identify its four basic camps: conservatives, liberals, socialists, and national-
ists; in addition, peasant political parties also existed. Conservatives and liberals 
were mostly members of elite movements representing the interests of landown-
ers, bourgeoisie, and part of the urban intelligentsia, in particular, the faction of 
the intelligentsia oriented towards careers in political and economic systems of 
the Austrian and Russian empires. These groups could be related to what Jack 
Harrington calls ‘actors trying to redefine imperial citizenship’ in late colonial 
periods. From the point of view of their radical opponents, they could be under-
stood as colonial subjects who enacted the empire through, for example, volun-
teering in World War I or standing for elected office in the metropole (Harrington, 
2015: 56). In general, the Polish national movement, just as most of its coun-
terparts that were relevant to anti-colonial and nationalist discourse formations 
had its origins in claims for political, cultural, and social rights within the impe-
rial polity (Harrington, 2015: 63). However, only the conservatives and liberals 
clearly inscribed themselves in the renegotiation of rights within the platform 
of imperial polity and often collaborated with all-imperial liberal and conserva-
tive parties, such as the Constitutional Democrats (Kateds) in Russia. They also 
served in imperial governments, such as Polish conservatives who achieved the 
highest posts possible in the Austrian administration.

There were intelligentsia-led movements that aspired to mobilize the masses 
against the establishment of empires. The beginning of mass politics in Poland 
is usually identified with the revolution of 1905 in the Russian Empire when 
mass political parties (e.g. the Polish Socialist Party and the National Demo-
crats) achieved considerable success in the mobilization of the masses against the 
imperial administration (Marzec, 2020). Peasants were the subject of competition 
between the various factions of the intelligentsia and the Empires. However, the 
entire 19th century could be analyzed as a period of confrontation between land-
owners and the emerging intelligentsia. Major Polish uprisings, specifically those 
of 1830 and 1863, and less directly the uprisings of 1905 (actually, the develop-
ment of the 1905 Russian revolution started in Polish provinces) and 1944 (the 
Warsaw uprising), can be seen as transformative for the emerging Polish field of 
power in their achieving hegemony through intelligentsia narratives. These upris-
ings had been supported by most of the intelligentsia members (or their petty and 
impoverished nobility predecessors) and opposed or treated with suspicion by the 
economic capital elites. The latter (the majority of landowners and significant 
parts of the emerging bourgeoisie) in most cases were dependent on the politi-
cal and economic systems of the empires controlling Polish lands. The primary 
outcome of uprisings which ended up in disastrous defeats, as far as their mili-
tary dimension is concerned, was the gradual marginalization of the economic 
elites and the rise of the intelligentsia. The failed uprising also provided a use-
ful narrative for the rising intelligentsia, as they were and still are presented as 
acts of self-sacrifice carried out by the intelligentsia for the nation. Interestingly, 
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their heroes are not portrayed solely as citizen-soldiers but also as intelligentsia 
members sacrificing their lives for the national cause. A good example of this is 
the figure of the young poet Krzysztof Kamil Baczyński (1921-1944), who died 
in the Warsaw Uprising. He stands in the center of the narrative that the intelli-
gentsia gave their “best sons” to the fatherland. The intelligentsia’s ideology was 
based on calls for national liberation and resistance against occupants and “trai-
tors” who cooperated with the imperial regimes. Also, those doing business with 
economic actors representing foreign (primarily imperial) companies were con-
sidered as ‘comprador’ or immoral, which also reveals an important aspect of the 
intelligentsia’s anti-bourgeois identity. The core intelligentsia ideology comprised 
a critique of pre-modern feudal elites, principally under slogans of social eman-
cipation, equality, modernization, and democratization; landowners were increas-
ingly portrayed as a backward, pre-modern and oppressive class.

In addition to the intelligentsia’s growing ideological pressure, the economic elite 
of Poland in the second part of the 19th century had also suffered material losses. 
While the bourgeoisie had been developing steadily, the landowners experienced a 
major blow - declining profitability of their estates (Mich, 2000). The critical turn-
ing point for both groups’ plight was the Russian Bolshevik (October) Revolution 
1917, which resulted in the loss of a significant part of the land and financial assets 
of the Polish economic elite. Later, the peace treaty of Riga signed in 1921 between 
the newly re-established Polish state and the Soviet Union, or more precisely the 
Russian and Ukrainian Socialist Republics sealed the fate of the once hegemonic 
elite of the Polish bourgeoisie and landowners. It resulted in the confiscation of their 
properties in territories that became part of communist Russia. What was at stake at 
that time was not only a huge material loss for these elites but also the specific per-
ception of these assets. The landowners and bourgeoisie attempted to present their 
losses as crucial blows to “national wealth“ (Grocholski, 1929). Conversely, the 
victorious intelligentsia elite presented the very same assets as the private property 
of a selfish upper class detached from Polish society. Władysław Grabski, the chief 
Polish negotiator of the Riga Treaty, argued that “Poland cannot be identified with 
the ownership rights of this narrow group” (Grabski, 2016: 84). Grabski, who later 
become the prime minister of Poland, criticized what he called the idea of a ‘land-
owners Poland’ as a delegitimized entity from the perspective of peasants. The sup-
port of the peasantry was crucial in this period, because of the ideological confron-
tation with the Bolsheviks who tried to attract Polish lower classes to their cause. 
One can interpret this position as a denial of the defense of economic interests of the 
old landowning elite by the intelligentsia, presented as a necessary price of politi-
cal inclusion of the peasantry in the newly institutionalized Polish intelligentsia-cen-
tered civic community.

The wealthy nobility was not able to universalize its traumatic experience of the 
horrors related to the Bolshevik Revolution, the Great War occurrences, and the 
establishment of communist rule, which included brutal dispossessions, murders, 
rapes, and exile, among other atrocities. Several books published in the interwar 
period were authored by representatives of the landowner elite who had been exiled 
from lands that eventually became a part of the Soviet Union [e.g. „Conflagration” 
(Kossak, 1923) or „Storm from the east” (Dunin-Kozicka, 1925)], These books, 
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however, did not become part of the national narrative dominated by the intelligent-
sia’s suffering under Russian, German or Austrian rule. This failure of the universal-
ization of the group’s traumatic experience was an essential dimension of the politi-
cal and economic marginalization of the old economic elite. This seems to confirm 
Jeffrey Alexander’s view of trauma as a social construction (Alexander, 2012).

The invisible Polish revolution

Kathryn Wegner argues that analysis of political revolutions in the modern world 
should be central to the historiography of global citizenship, since it is, in revolu-
tion, that assertions of individual desire for liberty redefine the relationship between 
people and their ruler(s) and forge new citizenships. (Wegner, 2014: 141). Thus, we 
propose to interpret the developments in Poland of 1918 as an invisible or unnamed 
Polish Revolution parallel to the Russian (October) Revolution. Interestingly, as 
Aidan Beatty noted, the notion of revolution may be ambiguous in peripheral coun-
tries. For example, in Ireland (Beatty, 2016) the Irish Revolution (1912-1923) had 
most clearly manifested aspects of national liberation, and, to a limited extent, socio-
economic aspects as well, as a significant fraction of large estates in Ireland were 
returned to their original owners. Beatty also notes a similar case in the Egyptian 
Revolution of 1919, which contained weak economic and social aspects and a domi-
nant national liberation component. However, the case of the Polish 1918 transfor-
mation, which was never proclaimed to be a revolution, stands in opposition to the 
Irish and Egyptian ones where transformations, which had been confined to aspects 
of national sovereignty were proclaimed as revolutionary. In Poland, the 1918 tran-
sition could be seen as a radical break with previous social hierarchies, not just a 
moment for regaining national sovereignty. It was undoubtedly the founding moment 
of the modern Polish state as well as its citizenship model from then onwards. To a 
large extent, it can be compared to the French Revolution as a universalized myth 
of the French nation, even though it is lesser appreciated than the mainstream his-
torical narratives of the May 3rd, 1791 constitution and the national uprisings of 
1830, 1863, and 1944. The relative invisibility of the Polish revolution of 1918 
may have paradoxically reinforced its crucial universalized role. One of its central 
myths implied that the new Polish state is the direct successor of the First Republic 
or Rzeczpospolita, that is to say, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The First 
Republic has been commonly idealized as one of the most advanced democracies 
of its period, while the Second Rzeczpospolita or inter-war Poland (1918-1939) 
remained, in a way, a follow up of a noble republic since it extended, at least for-
mally, civic rights to all of its inhabitants; symbolically, it ennobled the entire popu-
lation. This act of unconditional universalization of noble citizenship carried out by 
the intelligentsia might be viewed as the core of a social revolution and has had 
visible effects to this day, as in the linguist convention of addressing any citizen as 
“sir” (pan). Obviously, until 1918, neither workers nor peasants were addressed in 
this way. Importantly, this linguistic convention is related to a key symbolic binary 
of the Polish civic sphere. Namely, it refers to a “lord” and “boor” opposition (“pan” 
and “cham”), which was also universalized and assumed a doxic character after 
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1918. Boor (cham), originally meaning a peasant, also denoted all those who did 
not enjoy civic rights and did not deserve social respect. When citizenship rights 
became universalized, the category of “boor” started to denote all those not fulfilling 
the expectations of respected citizens. The lord-boor opposition has become increas-
ingly relative and contextual. Anyone may be called a “boor” who is located lower 
in the social hierarchy.

One should note that, in Poland, the first government of the Second Republic 
established in 1918 was a social-democratic coalition, and it introduced several cru-
cial political and social reforms, including the abolishment of feudal titles (more 
precisely, the Polish state ceased to recognize them as legally binding), full gen-
der equality and universal voting rights, and land reform, which limited the size 
of estates to 180 hectares (400 hectares in Eastern Borderlands – areas exceeding 
this limit were to be parceled out to peasants for compensation). Until the decla-
ration of sovereignty (formally published on November 7th, 1918), central Poland, 
which remained under German control during the First World War (from 1915 until 
November 1918), had a semi-autonomous administration headed by the Regency 
Council of the Kingdom of Poland, which was supposed to become an independent 
monarchy in the German sphere of influence after the war. German general Hans 
Hartwig von Besseler headed the Council and included some Polish aristocrats and 
wealthy landowners in it. It was mostly a representation of the conservative elites 
actively cooperating with the Russian Empire until 1915 and then, after that, the 
German state. In other words, many of them switched allegiance from Imperial Rus-
sia to Germany, but, on November 14th, 1918, the Council passed all its authority 
to Józef Piłsudski, who assumed the title of the Supreme Leader of the State (Kauff-
man, 2015).

Beginning with the first parliamentary elections to Sejm in 1919, the representa-
tions of bourgeoisie and landowners were weak. Most of their representatives joined 
the Popular National Union (Związek Ludowo-Narodowy), which in 1928 morphed 
into the National Party (Stronnictwo Narodowe). In that political force, they were 
marginalized by the intelligentsia members (Nałęcz, 1994). The same could be 
said about landowners and bourgeoisie representation in the National Democracy 
(Endecja), which implied political marginalization. The once prominent Polish lib-
eral circles related to progressive factions of the bourgeoisie, which had consider-
able representation in the Russian Duma (e.g., among Kadets) after 1918, gradu-
ally waned, eventually disappearing almost without a trace. For this reason, Andrzej 
Jaszczuk entitled a book about this group, “The Liberal Atlantis” (Jaszczuk, 1999).

At the same time, Piłsudski, the leader of the independence movement and mili-
tary commander of the Polish troops, has since been considered as an incarnation 
of an ideal intelligentsia figure. Born into a petty nobility family, he was active in 
the socialist movement in the Russian Empire and acted as a member of the Polish 
Socialist Party. The newly born Polish Republic, under his leadership, granted its 
citizenship to all residents of the Republic irrespective of their ethnicity, class, or 
religion. However, even the criterion of permanent place of residence was not easy 
to interpret during the foundational period as the borders of the country were unsta-
ble and only defined around 1921 while the first citizenship law was adopted in Jan-
uary 1920 (Weredyńska-Szpakowska, 2016). Besides the criterion of residency, the 
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other option for citizenship acquisition included the possibility of choosing Polish 
citizenship by former citizens of the three empires and, analogically, choosing citi-
zenship of another country by Polish residents who did not identify with the Polish 
state (Pokoj, 2014). One can note, in this context, that external pressure was also a 
factor shaping the legislation of the Second Republic. It was stipulated in the Treaty 
of Versailles (1919) that ethnic minorities in the territory of newly formed Poland 
should be provided with citizenship and equal rights (Fink, 2006; Sharp, 1991)2.

Communist Poland

Thus, the emergent Polish model of citizenship was driven by cultural capital as 
the central asset of the national intelligentsia-led Republic, while the Soviet model 
was primarily based on political capital as the main asset of the new communist 
elite. Interwar Poland, although a relatively weak state, nonetheless provided gener-
ous funding for its elite public university and high school system, as well as for the 
state-run institutions of culture and science. This resulted in a considerable rise in 
the number of university graduates in the first years after the restitution of independ-
ence (Popiński, 2018). Some 40 thousand students studied in the 1920s, while in 
the 1930s, these numbers reached about 50 thousand. A similarly steep rise in the 
number of university students occurred after the Second World War. During the first 
post-war academic year of 1945–1946, some 56 thousand students were enrolled. 
By 1950, that number more than doubled, reaching 125 thousand. This growth then 
slowed, with 165 thousand enrolled in 1960.

Communist Poland, where a communist party nomenklatura acted as a national 
elite, represents the most radical example of a strong state project implemented 
under Soviet control (1944-1989). However, the nomenklatura or the purely political 
capital-based elite, project failed without challenging the hegemony of the intelli-
gentsia in the long run (Eyal & Townsley, 1995)3.

In Poland, during the Stalinist period of 1948-1953, a genuine politically cen-
tralized authoritarian system was installed. Side effects of that period were, in fact, 
beneficial to the intelligentsia, as they resulted in dispossessions of the main for-
mer competitors of the intelligentsia, namely the landowners and remnants of the 
bourgeoisie. The elite of the former has assumed the position of an intelligentsia 

2 The current question of minorities rights in Poland has been discussed in detail by Peter Vermeersch 
(2009).
3 The relationship between the nomenklatura and the intelligentsia is complicated and depends on the 
historical context. While in their paradigmatic forms, they may be considered as opposing types of elites 
(of political capital and cultural capital respectively), many of the nomenklatura members had an intelli-
gentsia family origin or belonged to the elite intelligentsia circles. The nomenklatura can also be seen as 
one of the projects of the intelligentsia (or, in particular, of one of the intelligentsia factions, principally 
in the Soviet Union). On the other hand, regarding Poland, one can argue that the nomenklatura project 
was never able to challenge the intelligentsia hegemony. One example is a study by Agata Zysiak (2016) 
that analyzed the establishment of Łódź University in 1945 as a new model school for elites of the com-
munist country. As Zysiak convincingly demonstrates, it became another typical Polish university that 
quickly began educating the new generation in the cult of classic intelligentsia figures.
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sub-group, while the latter ceased to exist as a coherent social group (Smoczyński 
& Zarycki, 2021). In a similar period in Soviet Russia a significant part of these 
classes, including most of the old intelligentsia, were annihilated (Tchouikina, 
2006). The ideal Soviet citizen was a working-class origin official, worker or pos-
sibly a soldier, but always a communist party member loyal to the state and ready to 
sacrifice for the ideals of socialism.

The intelligentsia citizenship model in Poland was only partly redefined during 
the communist period. In official communist discourses, the notion of the “work-
ing intelligentsia”, as a supposedly socialist and progressive incarnation of the old 
intelligentsia ideal, was promoted between 1945 and 1989. However, the commu-
nist government could not challenge the above-mentioned linguistic convention of 
addressing strangers as “sir” (pan), which assumed the universalization of civic 
rights through inclusion in the symbolic universe of nobility. To be sure, commu-
nists made some efforts to eradicate this convention in the Stalinist period, when 
they promoted addressing fellow citizens as “citizen” (obywatel) or “comrade” 
(towarzysz). However, these attempts failed miserably. During the same period, 
reliance on leftist rather than conservative values of the intelligentsia was encour-
aged, but this did not challenge the overall intelligentsia-dominated model. With the 
weakening of communist rule, these biases have slowly waned.

The ideal Polish citizen

Since 1918 landowners and aristocracy have been marginalized and their heritage, 
including lifestyle and distinction, partly taken over and redefined by intelligentsia 
elites. Since that time, the intelligentsia has acted as a dominant actor in the Pol-
ish field of power, and its citizenship model has remained unchallenged. What was 
crucial, however, for the post-1918 redefinition of social hierarchies was that the 
aristocratic, or more generally noble distinction, had been taken over by the vic-
torious intelligentsia elite from the nobility. This seems to be a process very simi-
lar to the adoption of the aristocratic distinction by the French upper bourgeoisie 
(Bourdieu, 1984). Besides Bourdieu’s “Distinction”, this process was described 
more systemically by a Polish sociologist, Maria Ossowska in her “Bourgeois 
morality” (Ossowska [1956] Ossowska, 1986). As she argued, after its victory, the 
triumphant class (in the French case - the bourgeoisie) abandoned is traditional pat-
terns in order to adopt patterns of the class which had previously been the privi-
leged one (Ossowska, 1986: 314). Ossowska called this phenomenon „interference 
of the bourgeoise and noble patterns in the 19th century”. One could note that simi-
lar observations, in particular regarding the timorousness of Germany’s bourgeoisie 
and their deference to aristocracy were made by Eckart Kehr (1965) and Max Weber 
(1968). Importantly, Ossowska discussed three essential threads of criticism of the 
bourgeoisie. The first thread is leftist criticism of political oppression and exploita-
tion of the working class, egoism, and arrogance. The second thread is criticism of 
interestedness, narrow-mindedness and dual morality articulated by those identified 
with nobility. The third thread is the bohemian criticism of bourgeois morality as 
hypocritical and lacking of fantasy. One could note that all these lines of criticism 
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had been widely waged by the intelligentsia in Poland during the period of its con-
frontation with the landowners and bourgeoisie elites at the turn of the 20th century 
(Mich, 2000).

To conclude, our analysis of the transformation of the Polish citizenship model 
begun with its shift from the nobility-based system into two competing models in 
the second part of the 19th century. The first one emerged already in the late 18th 
century, in the short-lived May 3rd constitution of 1791, and included the gradual 
introduction of economic census. In the second part of the 19th century, an alterna-
tive redefinition of noble citizenship developed, one which was underpinned by a 
cultural capital census in its elite aspects. It had been usually associated with the 
intelligentsia, which can be theorized as a cultural bourgeoisie (Eyal et al., 1998). 
At the turn of the 20th century, the two models had been competing on equal foot-
ing along with their elites. The landowners’ model declined while the intelligentsia 
model of citizenship emerged as victorious. Since 1918, that intelligentsia model 
has been perceived as formally inclusive and universal, but has also included an 
implicit normative frame built into it which could be theorized in terms of cultur-
alization, that is to say, an informal census of cultural capital. The intelligentsia 
model defined the ideal citizen as a cultured, well-educated intelligentsia member 
with a strong ethos of responsibility for social and national well-being. The model 
also implicitly assumed that the ideal citizen may have a noble origin and, although 
critically oriented towards landowners and the bourgeoisie, he or she may be an heir 
of a redefined knight’s ethos featuring e.g. courage and honor. The significant other 
of the intelligentsia ideal citizen was a “boor,” that is a landless peasant lacking the 
qualities mentioned above. Thus a boor was a functional non-citizen, or dysfunc-
tional citizen, while the ideal citizen, as a symbolic “lord,” was defined as a member 
of the new functional aristocracy of the republic. Although the new implicit aristoc-
racy was perceived not in terms of the old feudal census, but in line with intelligent-
sia ideals, the old aristocracy, or the descendants of the elite of the Polish nobility 
and landowners, remained as an important symbolic point of reference for the new 
elite. The representatives of the old aristocratic families (which became a sub-field 
of the intelligentsia) represent a living proof of the continuity of the Polish state and 
its elite from the early middle ages onwards and remain both a pattern of elegance 
and a pattern of the national moral leadership (Jakubowska, 2012). Hence, in the 
informal hierarchy of the modern Polish civic sphere, the elite of the intelligentsia, 
in particular, old intelligentsia families (as well as the elites of the former aristo-
cratic and landowning families) occupy the highest position. They are represented 
by the intelligentsia clans widely known by their members active over several gen-
erations as public intellectuals, scholars, civil servants, or political leaders. Their 
family names appear in history textbooks and contemporary mass media.4 Lower 

4 One good example of publications documenting and promoting prominent clans of the intelligent-
sia is a collection of their histories published by Magdalena Bajer under the auspices of the Founda-
tion for Polish Science (FNP) (Bajer, 2013, 2019). Among historic families with living members in the 
Polish academic and, at times, political elite presented by Bajer, such names as Achmatowicz, Dunin-
Wąsowicz, Grabski, Romer, Mycielski, Sobański, Staniszkis, Strzembosz, Woźniakowski, Tarnowski, 
Toeplitz, Ziółkowski, or Zoll could be mentioned.
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in the hierarchy are groups that have been co-opted into the civic sphere with some 
delay. This effected the process that Jeffrey Alexander (2006) identified in the Amer-
ican context. Groups included later were not fully recognized as fulfilling the ideals 
of the intelligentsia citizenship. In the Polish context, peasants, workers, and ethnic 
minorities appeared lower in the informal civic hierarchy, even if this fact was never 
admitted publicly by anyone representing state institutions and the social or political 
elites.

That being said, the strength of this informal hierarchy is apparent, and its persis-
tence is clear in the results of both quantitative and qualitative studies. For instance, 
long term analysis of education and occupational status hierarchies points to a supe-
rior status of intelligentsia-related social roles and jobs and the lower standing of not 
only farmers and manual workers but also better-paid cadres and directors of private 
firms, which are not associated with ethos or social mission (Domański et al., 2018). 
During communism, as well as in contemporary capitalism, a university professor 
has enjoyed the highest position in the social prestige hierarchy in Poland. Discourse 
analysis points to the persistently high status of the old intelligentsia elites, even if 
their members often reject such direct identifications (Kulas, 2017). Moreover, sys-
tematic studies of the contemporary intelligentsia elite clearly show that the narrow 
group of descendants of the former landowners and aristocratic families enjoys con-
stant and considerable informal prestige (Smoczyński & Zarycki, 2021).

The revolutionary moment of 1918 also marked the co-optation of women, who 
gain their full suffrage. The Second Republic unequivocally granted them passive 
and active electoral rights. For the first time, they could exercise these rights in the 
parliamentary elections of 1919, in which eight women representing various politi-
cal orientations took parliamentary seats. Such a diversity of women’s representa-
tion in the parliament shows fairly widespread support for their inclusion in the civic 
sphere, although, before 1918, it was slightly higher on the side of the socialists 
than the nationalists, whose leaders kept their distance from the demands of politi-
cal equality (Gawin, 2015). However, there are two perspectives on this inclusion of 
women. The more critical one emphasizes that 1918 was only the first step in the full 
inclusion of women in Polish public life. Their representation in parliament remained 
minimal for a very long time. Moreover, they did not usually occupy major public 
functions. Inequalities in this regard persist to this day, and they can be explained 
precisely by the fact that the formal moment of granting citizenship rights occurred 
only in 1918. Additionally, the right to vote should not be equated with actual equal-
ity and the significant participation of women in parliamentary politics – in inde-
pendent Poland, there was de facto gender inequality. The March Constitution of 
1921 acknowledged the legal and political equality of citizens in its preamble. How-
ever, systemic gender inequality existed in civil law, culture, political activity, and 
access to certain professions. After the adoption of the constitution, the 19th-century 
rules in the former Russian part of the country, under which a wife owed obedience 
to her husband, could not dispose of her property and income from work, or sue in 
court without her husband’s consent, were changed. It is difficult, however, to assess 
how quickly the customs associated with the abolished law changed. Importantly, 
under the Civil Service Act of 1922, married women could enter the public service 
only with their husband’s consent. Women were not appointed to judicial positions 
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until 1929, and from 1928, they could not serve as jurors. Women, however, won 
the opportunity to practice as advocates – by the outbreak of World War II, about 
200 women had become advocates in Poland (Łysko, 2015). On the other hand, we 
have a narrative that points to aspects in which the position of women in Poland has 
not been worse than in many European countries, e.g., the gender gap in earnings 
between men and women has long been lower in Poland than the European average 
(Boll et al., 2017). Additionally, although general access to higher education in pre-
war Poland was very difficult, in the 1930s, women accounted for 27 percent of the 
total number of students (Popiński, 2019) – similar to France and Great Britain, but 
more than in Austria, Italy, Germany, Spain, the Netherlands, and Sweden (Ringer, 
2004: 248). There are narratives explaining the relative advantages of Poland in the 
process of women’s emancipation and indicating that their place in the intelligentsia 
model of citizenship was already relatively high in the late 19th century. Moreover, 
for a large part of the intelligentsia, the struggle for women’s emancipation became 
part of the struggle for national independence. This may be related to the images of 
women active in uprisings (one of the earliest and best-known examples of them is 
the figure of Emilia Platter, a female commander in the October Uprising of 1831) 
and the “patriotic” aspects of activities of women’s organizations appearing at the 
turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. The chance for the realization of their postu-
lates was often seen in the success of the struggle for independence, which had the 
synergistic effect of valorizing the position of women in the intelligentsia model of 
citizenship defined in opposition to the partitioning powers.

What seems ambivalent in this context is the legacy of women’s activism in 
landed gentry circles, which can be read as an ideological framework for women’s 
place in the landed gentry model of citizenship. Its main institutional framework 
was the “United Landowners Women Circle” (Zjednoczone Koło Ziemianek) (Maj, 
2017). On the one hand, it clearly distanced itself from feminism and avoided any 
direct political demands. However, it worked for the equality of women, using as a 
point of reference the relatively prominent role played by Polish landowners’ wives 
in the management of the estates. Even if this idealized image retained basic class 
differences between women, it implied that the landed gentry model of citizenship 
was progressive in this area. This contributed to the fact that the 1918 “intelligentsia 
revolution” did not meet with much resistance from the old landowners elite as far 
as the extension of political rights to women was concerned.

Given the nature of the hierarchy built around the figure of the ideal intelligentsia 
member, it is possible to discuss the question of the location of specific individuals 
on the scale extending between good exemplary citizens and those failing to meet 
the criteria of “good citizenship”, informally called “boors”. This could also be seen 
as an early form of what authors such as Evelien Tonkens and Jan Willem Duyv-
endak describe as the culturalization of citizenship in the Netherlands, where cultur-
alization implies that citizens are expected to embrace liberal democracy, secular-
ism, and progressive values regarding gender and sexuality. (Tonkens & Duyvendak, 
2016: 9). In the Polish case, good citizens were and are supposed to embrace values 
of Polish high culture, social progress, modern patriotism, and social responsibil-
ity. Again, this becomes visible in the analysis of public discourse (Bilewicz, 2015; 
Radiukiewicz, 2021). This informal expectation also includes the discourses of 
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the émigré intellectuals, which, during the entire post-war era, retained patterns of 
exclusion of the non-intelligentsia figures from the idealized circle of good citizens 
of the community of exiled Poles. Systematic studies of discourse on “Kultura”, 
published monthly in Paris between 1947 and 2000 and enjoying substantial pres-
tige in Poland, have been performed by Anna Horolets and Joanna Bielecka-Prus 
(Horolets & Bielecka-Prus, 2016, 2017). They point to the systematic depreciation 
or even mocking of exiled Poles of working-class and peasant origin, those involved 
in “trade”, and women. Contemporary studies of the Polish migrants in Western 
Europe also point to the vitality of symbolic hierarchies of built-in intelligentsia val-
ues among the Polish diaspora (Smoczynski et  al., 2017). In the Dutch narrative, 
as presented by Tonkens and Duyvendak, secularism, sexual liberties, and liberal 
democracy merge with Orientalist discourses of the “Muslim” and a “backward” 
other who is deemed sexually repressed and incapable of respecting the social and 
political equality of women and sexual minorities. In this way, progressive “Dutch-
ness” separates natives from immigrants, with sexuality being one of the important 
lines of demarcation (Tonkens & Duyvendak, 2016: 10). In the Polish case, the 
intelligentsia-dominated model of citizenship may also be used to separate native 
Poles from immigrants or new citizens. This particularly concerns all those arriving 
in Poland from the countries of the former Soviet Union, such as Ukraine. They are 
sometimes depreciated in the public sphere, and although there are few direct racist 
attacks, there may also be veiled acts of stigmatization as lower-class co-citizens or 
“boors”.

Josip Kešić and Jan Willem Duyvendak argue that the broader relevance of stud-
ies of the Dutch case lies in the fact that it shows how national essentialism and 
chauvinism can occur even in attempts to denounce nationalism’s essentialism, and 
can manifest in more subtle, complex and unexpected ways (Kešić & Duyvendak, 
2016). This is, in fact, quite clear in the Polish case, at least from the early  20th 
century until today, where most progressive and leftist discourses systematically use 
orientalist narratives of exclusion to frame all those who are un-civic as Eastern and 
boorish (Zarycki, 2014). The Polish citizenship model, in contrast to what is often 
publicly declared (for example, by emphasizing in its inclusive nature a political 
rather than ethnic ethos, and reflected in the  19th century slogan “For our liberty and 
yours”, which is supposedly a genuinely Polish and, at the same time, international-
ist motto) by no means undermines nationalism.

Analyzing the roots of the hidden assumptions of the Polish citizenship model, 
with the intelligentsia member as its ideal citizen, one can also point to the mod-
el’s post-colonial and post-imperial aspects. The intelligentsia, as a specific kind 
of cultural bourgeoisie, has been and remains a product of the Russian and, to a 
lesser extent, the Austro-Hungarian empires. This strata has been known as a sepa-
rate social class only in that part of the world. Even if the intelligentsia was able to 
abolish empires and become the ruling class in some of the states which emerged 
from their ruins, one can claim that its emergence and ability to establish a new 
citizenship model defined in opposition to the old imperial dominant classes is a 
clear legacy of imperial citizenship. As Anne Spry Rush and Reed (2014) have dem-
onstrated, the heritage of imperial citizenship in newly established post-colonial 
nations is hard to track, “not least because scholars and politicians have concentrated 
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on national development without looking squarely at the colonial past.” Yet, as they 
suggest, a “focus on these national societies in the light of at least some of their peo-
ples’ past embrace of imperial identities can be fruitful” (Rush & Reed, 2014: 505). 
This assertion provides a relevant insight into the Polish context, where the role of 
the Russian Empire in shaping the national citizenship model seems to be strongly 
denied, first of all because Russia and Russians have become a key negative point 
of reference for the Polish national identity, which just in cases analyzed by Rush 
and Reed made impossible to look at the Russian role in shaping the citizenship in a 
more neutral light (Zarycki, 2005). Such a critical look through the lens of Russian 
and Austrian citizenship and cultural policies inspired by the international debate 
concerning the characteristics of imperial citizenship could undoubtedly enrich our 
knowledge of the Polish citizenship model, which has been mostly perceived from a 
narrowly national perspective.

Poland between the classic models of nation‑state building

The Polish model seems to be considerably different from classic Western models of 
citizenship, in particular, the French one with its central myth of the French Revo-
lution and the ideal citizen understood as bourgeoise. Following Jack Harrington, 
the Polish model could be seen as an originally subversive (that is anti-imperial in 
relation to Austria, Prussia and Russia) appropriation of the French revolutionary 
heritage (Harrington, 2015: 62). However, its historical framework and narrative 
seem quite specific. If anything, a comparison to the British model, with its figure 
of a gentleman as an ideal citizen, would be more relevant. The Polish ideal intel-
ligentsia member has some similarity to a gentleman, even if the model Pole seems 
more distant from the figure of an entrepreneur. The Polish model cannot be easily 
inscribed into the classic opposition of French citizenship based on the law of the 
land (jus soli) or German citizenship based on the law of blood (jus sanguinis). Let 
us recall here how Rogers Brubaker has reconstructed this opposition in his seminal 
Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany (Brubaker, 1992). His work 
points to an opposition between the state-centered and assimilationist approach to 
French nationhood inspired by the Enlightenment political vision of the nation, 
and the Volk-centered and differentialist Romanticism-inspired anti-Enlightenment 
cultural conception of the nation expressed in the German case. The French model 
achieved high levels of universalization, largely due to the attractiveness of French 
culture, although, as Brubaker has noted, French universalism was weakened by the 
lost 1870 war with Germany. What was, nevertheless, characteristic for 19th century 
France was its confidence in its ‘inclusiveness’, based on the global attractiveness 
of French culture and its “civilization.” This facilitated the articulation of rhetoric 
of inclusion, the importance of being French “in the heart,” placed centrally in that 
model.

What we can now posit is that, during the interwar period, the Polish model of cit-
izenship was torn by similar contradictions stemming from much weaker state capa-
bilities, not only compared to 19th century France, but also to Germany. Andrzej 
Walicki, for instance, noted that both Polish nationalism and Polish liberalism 
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emerged without capitalism and without the nation-state (Walicki, 1982). Therefore, 
Walicki claims that the opposition between a „political nation” based on law and an 
„ethnic/cultural nation” based on language and common culture, first proposed by 
Friedrich Meinecke (Meinecke, 1919), is a false one in reference to Poland5.

This opposition was later criticized by several other scholars, most notably by 
Rogers Brubaker (Brubaker, 1998) and Krzysztof Jaskułowski (Jaskułowski, 2010). 
They have pointed to a simplistic and strongly normative distinction between a 
“good” nationalism, associated with the West, and “bad” nationalism, allegedly 
typical for the non-Western world. According to Walicki, this opposition has been 
typically used for deprecating countries of Central and Eastern Europe, although, as 
he noted, Germany also happens to be its victim at times as it is allegedly not fully 
compatible with the ideal French model. One can thus talk about the orientalization 
of most non-Western models of citizenship, in particular, those distinctively different 
from the French ideal of the nation-state understood as a critical point of reference 
(Boatcă, 2017). This may be seen as an aspect of what can be called the post- or 
neo-colonial status of Central and Eastern Europe. The region remains dependent on 
the Western core, thus CEE is under a particularly critical eye that constantly meas-
ures its degree of adaptation of Western models, which also include ideal visions of 
citizenship (Melegh, 2006).

Following up on the important contribution of Walicki, we should add that, 
according to him, the Polish civic model was neither ethnic, that is East-European in 
Meinecke’s terms, neither purely political that is “Western”. In his view, the Polish 
Romanticism, which inspired the Polish 19th-century uprisings of 1831 and 1863, 
produced a supra-ethnic ideological project which should not be identified as based 
on “ethnic” criteria of Polishness (Walicki, 1989). It was, rather, a reflection of an 
idea of a political community of free citizens opposed to the image of Russian and 
other empires presented as oppressive “prisons of the nations.” The post-uprising 
phase of the development of Polish nationalism, or the final three decades of the 
19th century, were dominated by ideologies which implied a decoupling of nation 
and state but were also directed toward the civic identity building process.

The competition between the two models of the Polish nation-state best incar-
nated by the Dmowski-Piłsudski conflict has also been reflected in constant tensions 
between the notions of “citizenship” (obywatelstwo) and “nationality” or “ethnicity” 
(narodowość) in Poland. These tensions are manifest in most Polish modern consti-
tutions, starting with the so-called March Constitution of 1921 and ending with the 

5 Theoretically, in different times in its history, Poland has exemplified both “political” (1560-1795) and 
ethnic (cultural) (1795-1918) versions of national identity and national belonging. However, in neither of 
these periods was there a clear case of the one-dimensional model. The so-called First Republic (Rzec-
zpospolita), even if formally a political community of nobles equal in rights, saw gradual domination 
of Roman Catholicism, which was eventually formally declared the state religion in the May 3rd, 1791, 
Constitution. During the 19th century, although the Polish state did not exist, a political community 
inherited from the First Republic continued to exist, at least until the January uprising of 1863, in which 
Belarusian and Lithuanian speaking units and commanders were participating. Only later, in the 19th 
century, a more cultural definition of Polishness started to prevail, but it was never a clearly defined issue 
of language or religious criteria.
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current constitution adopted in 1997. For the latter, the “Polish nation” is defined as 
“all citizens” of the republic. At the same time “ethnicity” (narodowość) other than 
Polish may be declared by Polish citizens in the census. It should be emphasized 
that most CEE countries have a clear distinction between notions of “citizenship” 
and “ethnicity/nationality” in which the latter is usually the equivalent of the West-
ern notion of ethnicity6. This distinction has been strongly institutionalized in sev-
eral states, most notably in the Soviet Union, where so-called “internal passports” 
had the rubric of “nationality” (Brubaker, 1994). Another recent Polish incarna-
tion of that tension is found in the debate over the so-called “card of a Pole” (Karta 
Polaka), which is a document issued to ethnic Poles who are citizens of the coun-
tries of the former Soviet Union (Górny & Pudzianowska, 2009; Sendhardt, 2017). 
This paper’s scope does not allow for a discussion of all these conflicts and diverse 
modes of exclusion and inclusion. Our main argument suggests that these tensions, 
which cannot be discussed in more detail here and which are often strongly politi-
cized, do not challenge what can be seen as the naturalized, implicit core of the Pol-
ish citizenship model analyzed in the central part of this paper. As we argue, that 
strongly naturalized core of the Polish citizenship model is shared by all factions 
of the Polish political spectrum. Specific uses of that frame, in particular, acts of 
exclusion justified with it may have a political character, however, the very frame 
remains largely uncontested. In the perspective of this analysis, a universalized ideal 
citizen is a cultured intelligentsia member of gentry origin. His/her central symbolic 
position in Polish cultural and social hierarchies remains, not only unchallenged but 
almost invisible7.

Whatever the political orientation of contemporary Poles, they will unconsciously 
aspire to meet the civic ideal personified by exemplary intelligentsia members, and 
at the same time, they will usually justify criticism of their opponents by under-
mining their credentials as perfect Polish citizens defined through this intelligentsia 
lens. Thus, as we argue, there exists a processional, agonistic dimension and a basic, 
standardized code or mental scheme within the Polish concept of belonging. All the 
political struggles concern particular meanings of that basic classification, while the 
intelligentsia scheme remains permanent. It is, therefore, a history that has become 
nature, while our text can be regarded as its historicization and thus denaturalization, 
an "anamnesis of the hidden constants", as Bourdieu would call it. By the very fact 
that the intelligentsia model of citizenship has transformed itself into a naturalized, 

6 The list of acts of large-scale exclusion and citizenship-related tensions between diverse modes of 
belonging (ethnic, civic, religious and other), which happened historically in Poland and are still taking 
place all over Central and Eastern Europe, would be very long. For example, the question of the Roma in 
Hungary or Slovakia, or other long-term ethnic minorities in countries of the former Yugoslavia are gen-
erating considerable tensions at the current time. However, as mentioned above, this paper is focused pri-
marily on naturalized cultural frames of citizenship in Poland, rather than their openly politicized aspects 
related to, among other things, ethnic dimensions of Polishness
7 Among individuals who can be considered as exemplary intelligentsia members such historical figures 
could be mentioned as pope John Paul  2nd, Jerzy Giedroyć (founder of the “Kultura” monthly), or Pol-
ish war heroes Witold Pilecki or Jan Karski. In fact most  20th century “famous” Poles are intelligentsia 
members, including most of the Noble prize winners (e.g Maria Skłodowska-Curie, Henryk Sienkiewicz, 
Czesław Miłosz or Olga Tokarczuk). One major exception would be of course Lech Wałęsa.
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invisible code, which is the basis of most of the political struggles and subsequent 
particular classifications, it remains especially effective in organizing a social vision 
and thus legitimizing the position of the intelligentsia itself as a social group.

Perception of the Polish model of citizenship in Russia and other 
countries in Central and Eastern Europe

To gain additional insight into the specifics of the Polish model of citizenship, it is 
very useful to look at its external perception. The specific nature of the Polish model 
of citizenship is not well known in Western countries. It is sometimes included in 
the above-mentioned generalized model of Eastern European citizenship, based on 
strongly exclusive ethnic and religious categories. Better recognition of the specific 
Polish civic model, however, persists in the East. In Russia, to this day, the concept 
of "Lordly Poland" (Pańska Polska or Panskaya Polsha in Russian) retains a cer-
tain currency. This notion may be understood as a synonym of the "noble nation" 
and was created during the Bolshevik Revolution. The concept of "Lordly Poland" 
is essentially pejorative, however, in the sense that people reaching for it will rec-
ognize Poland as an undemocratic and haughty country. At the same time, it is an 
expression of the perception of a separate model of citizenship, based on noble val-
ues. The Poles in Russia, to this day, are often referred to as Polish “pan”(sir), so 
in a way, they are treated as citizens of a state based on a universal nobility value-
driven ideology (Heller, 1982). A nationalist-minded publicist, Stanislav Kuniayev, 
published an essay on Polish-Russian relations under the prominent title of "The 
Nobles (szlachta) and We" (Kunayev, 2002). In Russian literature, there is no short-
age of similar elements defining Polishness as a lofty "lordship" (pańskość) standing 
in opposition to Russian culture, presumably also much more egalitarian, because of 
the role of the peasant community understood as an important social ideal. The most 
famous motifs of this type include the image of Poles in Dostoyevsky’s prose, but 
there are also other examples of works in which a negatively defined Pole is offend-
ing the Russians by manifesting his variously defined lordliness8.

An expression of this nobility can be, for example, embodied by its irritating, 
pathetic haughtiness, ostentatious and principled "honorability" or the proud polite-
ness of the interlocutors. All these behaviors are perceived as Polish and charac-
teristic of their "noble" exaltation, pride, and arrogance. This perception of Polish 
society in the West appears very rarely. Poles are rather defined in a classical ori-
entalist scheme as representatives of the peasant-worker class society, which – it is 
implicitly assumed - should follow the path of imitation of Western countries until a 
model of civil society based on bourgeoise ideals is achieved.

The identification of the image of the Poles with the nobility may also reflect an 
echo of communist propaganda, which was particularly intensively used in the first 

8 Ewa Thompson (2000) provides several examples of exoticization of the Poles in the  19th century as 
well as in contemporary Russian literature. Her examples include prose of Dostoyevsky and Solzhenit-
syn, and literary scholars such as Victor Shklovsky and Dmitry Likhachev.
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period of the existence of the Soviet state. The slogan of "Lordly Poland" as a hostile 
state, not only to the Soviet Union but also to the Polish peasants who were encour-
aged to fight with the "landowners", was quite widely propagated in the 1920s and 
1930s. Variants of that slogan appeared, for example, on numerous posters on which 
the Polish nobility was portrayed as the ruthless oppressor of the "working people of 
cities and villages". This picture, actively disseminated during the Polish-Bolshevik 
war of 1920, could be interpreted as an advertisement for the Soviet civic commu-
nity and certainly shaped, to some extent, stereotypical ideas about Poland in Russia 
and Belarus that persist to this day. This constant tension between Polish and Rus-
sian/Soviet perceptions of their respective citizenship models underscores substan-
tial differences between them. In Russia, at least from the Soviet period onwards, the 
figure of the ideal intelligentsia member is overshadowed by a patriotic and devoted 
civil servant or soldier.

The reverse and partly constitutive aspect of the Russian or Belarusian image of 
the Poles as a nation of arrogant "lords" functions in Poland in the form of negative 
stereotypes of Russians and other nations east of Poland, which are perceived as 
strongly peasant or post-communist, and overly "boorish." This "boorishness" can 
also be associated with negative and strongly orientalist images of the Soviet legacy 
and understood as a barbarian, with the paradigmatic embodiment of Homo Sovieti-
cus understood as one of the incarnations of the mythical “boor.” These images fit 
well into the broader framework of orientalistic visions present in Polish discourses 
of a differently defined but invariably depreciated "East" (Zarycki, 2014). These dis-
courses, on the other hand, can be linked with the orientalist ideas of Eastern and 
Southeastern Europe as a kind of backward and exotic periphery of modern West-
ern Europe. In these visions, as it was pointed out, among others, by Merje Kuus 
(2007: 27), a strong motif of the peasant character of imaginary Eastern Europe is 
recurring, which is also invariably juxtaposed with cyclical eruptions of unbridled 
nationalism.

Since the noble elites of the lands belonging to contemporary Belarus, Lithuania, 
and Ukraine had gradually become Polonized over the 16th and 17th centuries, the 
new states in question could not easily reach for a common historical heritage of 
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. As a result, when national intelligentsias of 
these countries in the 19th century shaped their contemporary forms of citizenship, 
they usually avoided symbolism similar to the Polish universalization of nobility as 
a civic tradition. Their modern national culture, although built to a large extent by 
the intelligentsia, appealed to peasant tradition and culture rather than to a noble 
tradition and culture. A special exception is the use of the Cossack tradition in 
Ukraine, which can be considered a transitory tradition between the noble and peas-
ant type. This is because Cossacks considered themselves to be “free men” (unlike 
peasants) and aspired to membership in the nobility of the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth. While some of their members were ennobled, as a group, they were gen-
erally denied noble status by the Polish and Lithuanian elite. This is often linked 
to the Cossack uprisings in the 17th century, which have been sometimes seen as 
a starting point for the emergence of a modern Ukrainian identity. The use of this 
tradition, which is neither a peasant nor purely noble one, makes the Ukrainian case 
a hybrid between Polish and other East European models. Another factor that brings 
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the Ukrainian and Polish citizenship models closer is their strong historical proxim-
ity. Although the modern Ukrainian nationalism arose similarly to the Lithuanian 
one (to a great extent in opposition to Polishness) this dependence caused the Polish 
structural formula to strongly influence the Ukrainian and, to a lesser extent, other 
nationalisms, which were created or redefined in the late 19th century in Eastern 
Europe. According to Yaroslav Hrytsak, the Ukrainian national movement proved 
to be the most intense and effective in these areas, where the Polish movement was 
also strong (Hrycak, 2009). This relationship could partly result from the Austrian 
imperial authorities’ policy of supporting the Ukrainian national movement as a 
counterbalance to Polish influences. It was, however, the Polish intellectuals, not 
Austrian officials or other actors, who influenced the imagination and political pro-
grams of the intelligentsia that formed competitive national models by, first of all, 
providing them with basic symbolic categories. Hrytsak even concluded that “Pol-
ish nationalism played in the history of Eastern Europe more or less the same role 
as French nationalism in Western Europe. It brought other nations with Polishness, 
giving them ready-made ideological and political formulas. It is no coincidence that 
both the Ukrainian and Israeli9 national anthems begin with similar verses: "Ukraine 
has not yet died / Our hope is not yet dead", which is nothing more than a Polish 
remake "Poland Is Not Yet Lost " (Hrycak, 2009: 248). The same author also indi-
cates that the achievement in Galicia by the Polish model of the aforementioned, 
partially universal, status, was also possible because it had previously clearly won 
the competition with the Austrian model. However, as pointed out by Anna Sosnow-
ska (Sosnowska 2008), in the Eastern European countries neighboring Poland there 
is no a clear post-noble opposition "lord-boor." Perhaps they have a more egalitar-
ian civic culture than Poland or, more precisely, one closer to the classical Western 
model, where stratified (post-feudal) hierarchy is supplanted by class (economic) 
hierarchy. However, one could note that the relative proximity of the Ukrainian citi-
zenship model to the Polish model may be seen as one of the dimensions of the 
Ukrainian-Russian conflict. Alternatively, it acts as a symbolic division between the 
two polities that has gained particular relevance to the radicalization of the Russian-
Ukrainian conflict. One aspect of this difference is that the Ukrainian language, just 
like Polish, has adopted the convention of addressing fellow citizens as “sir” (pan), 
while its Russian equivalents (e.g., gospodin or barin) have been successfully driven 
out of use.

9 This view seems only to be a hypothesis of Hrytsak, but lyrics of the Israeli anthem known as Hatikvah 
or “the Hope” are indeed adapted from a poem by Naftali Herz Imber, a Jewish poet from Złoczów 
(today Zolochiv, Ukraine), located in what was then the Austrian province of Galicja, while the melody 
derives from "La Mantovana", a 16th-century Italian song, composed by Giuseppe Cenci (Giuseppino 
del Biado) ca. 1600 (Weiss, 2010).
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Conclusions

Our basic argument on the empirical level of this paper is that there exists a sin-
gular and definable modern “Polish concept of belonging,” one which can be con-
sidered hegemonic. Its core is founded on the primarily naturalized figure of an 
ideal intelligentsia member. Of course, our account can be criticized as partly 
intelligentsia-centered, but this seems somewhat inevitable given the current 
hegemonic status of the intelligentsia in Poland, which does not allow for assum-
ing a completely intelligentsia-distanced point of view. In any case, we do insist 
that there is a singular, relatively consistent, and hegemonic form of Polish cul-
tural citizenship. This does not mean that there are no variants of that model or 
that it does not involve any contested aspects. However, our contention is that its 
essential core has remained largely unchanged since the formation of the Second 
Polish Republic in 1918. We emphasized, in particular, the distinction between 
the two dimensions of the Polish citizenship model that we have singled out: the 
first in which common questions of ethnic, religious, or previous citizenship sta-
tus are central and often politically debated. The other is at the core of our analy-
sis based on deeply naturalized cultural patterns built around the figure of the 
ideal intelligentsia member. As we argue, this model has never been effectively 
challenged since 1918. We view most of the 19th century as a period of tension 
between different citizenship models. Communists in the Stalinist period made 
some attempts at remaking the intelligentsia hegemony, but ultimately they have 
failed. Most importantly, all the contemporary Polish political parties share the 
critical assumptions of the model and try to present their leaders as ideal Polish 
intelligentsia members. Therefore, we argue that late Polish communists, the so-
called-post communists, liberals, and well as leaders of the Law and Justice party 
and most others Polish politicians all speak the same political language of Polish 
identity, one in which ideals of the intelligentsia appear as an uncontested point 
of reference. What is at stake in each of the political conflicts is the question of 
which of the political leaders will be considered a better incarnation of the ideal 
intelligentsia member by the wider public, in which political commentators and 
public intellectuals play particularly crucial role.

At a more theoretical level our paper offered an application of notions of 
the model citizen, culturalization of citizenship and that of the civil sphere to 
the study of the historical development of contemporary citizenship in a Cen-
tral European nation, one which emerged from the fall of the European empires 
in 1918 but whose roots predate the establishment (or re-establishment as some 
would prefer) of the given modern nation-state, in our case Poland. Our study 
has shown how such a historical analysis can be informed by critical sociological 
approaches to modern Western citizenship, such as those of Jeffery Alexander 
and T. H. Marshall. Specifically, we argued that definitions and representations of 
the ideal citizen are important means of political contestation both within polities 
and between them, often drawing on notions of cultural superiority and inferior-
ity. In this way we have proposed a new insight into the national polities emerging 
within the European empires at the turn of the  20th century. Moreover, the Polish 
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case suggests that culturalization of citizenship is hardly a new phenomenon. It 
can be seen as a primary mechanism in the formation of civic polities within an 
imperial context which only later get institutionalized and became legitimized 
by nation states. Thus, what the Polish case also illustrates is that culturaliza-
tion reveals itself as an important aspect of the citizenship formation processes 
within the imperial and colonial context. Moreover, it shows that such processes 
can have many ambiguous aspects as far as their Orientalizing forces of exclu-
sion are concerned. Thus, the emerging Polish intelligentsia-centered citizenship 
model has been used as an Orientalizing machinery towards peasants who lack 
sufficient levels of cultural capital. That was the case for Polish peasants and for 
those of Belarussian, Lithuanian and, in particular, Ukrainian ethnicity. This ori-
entalization was, and still sometimes can be noted as present, also in the more 
inclusive versions of the Polish citizenship model (such as the political, federalist 
nation concept, which was related to Józef Piłsudski’s visions.). Finally, the Pol-
ish citizenship model can be and sometimes is Orientalized by Russians, as well 
by Westerners, in particular by mainstream Anglo-American-centered scholarship 
of citizenship.

Our project can thus be viewed as an attempt to inscribe classic analyses of the 
historical genesis of the citizenship model into a transnational history of the trans-
formation of European empires to Central and Eastern European nation-states. It 
may be also related to the study of subaltern citizenship projects in other parts of 
the world marked by complex relations between imperial and fragmented national 
groups. Above all, it points to the importance of the historical roots of largely natu-
ralized normative citizenship models, especially those which produce less salient yet 
important dimensions of domination, besides the widely discussed issues of ethnic, 
religious or linguistic identities. And these dimensions of domination persist, as we 
have shown how a symbolic hierarchy produced by a historical confrontation of elite 
factions in the late  19th century has continued to sustain modern social hierarchies in 
a nation-state.
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